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  This book encourages acceptance of African "coiled" hair, and shows that beauty does not only
have to be Eurocentric.. If your carrying out analysis on the history of loc'd hair, with lots of
personal convictions - this reserve is for you. Consequently it doesn't discuss how very long it
would take any unique of typical locks to lock..I'll suprise her with a new one. Hairlocking:
Everything You Need TO LEARN is that and even more an excellent and a very easy read. About
five years back I started considering locking and this past year I scheduled a consultation with
what ended up being an awsome Lock Technician who answered the majority of my questions
before I had an opportunity to ask.!It is now my Hairlocking Bible.My Lock Technician has read
this reserve so much that it has literally fallen aside. For people who have previously made a
decision to lock, and simply want practical details, Pamela Ferrell's publication Lets Talk Hair, is
a much better expense. I wouldn't recommend this publication to anyone who is searching for a
"how-to" reserve. This is a good publication for anyone who has zero to little knowledge of locks
and is discovering that alternative.. Four Stars It had the information that I already knew. Missing
was information regarding what things to expect, how hair actually locks, the different types of
locking substrates you can start with, the merchandise to use at each stage of locking, the
growth patterns you can expect, you understand--"everything I needed to find out about
Hairlocking" LOL waste of my money." If you ask me, which means that a person with locked
locks has accepted their natural hair and all of it's quirks and understands that beauty comes in
all locks textures. It did not discuss the practical understanding of how to start in enough depth.
If you are looking for help working the right path through a fresh loc journey, (what to use, how to
do it etc.) this book is not for you. Additionally, the reserve assumes that anyone interested in
locking has "common" African American tightly coiled hair. Should you have made a decision to
loc your locks, you probably curently have your own convictions - you don't have to get them
from a stranger. . I was so disappointed that with this publication, I actually tossed it in the trash
- something I almost never do. If this is everything I need to know, it came up brief. I plan on
passing it along to a pal. Titles can be Deceiving Wanted a book on keeping up with dreads this is
not it. It talks even more about who can and who is able to not wear dreads. GREAT BOOK This
book was needed for my understanding of how exactly to take care of my Locs. I would
recommend this reserve to anyone, and owner sent the book well above the scheduled time.
Interesting Book In this book, the writer discusses the origins of locks, "dreadlocks vs locks", and
the myths connected with locked hair. Excellent encouragement for those who possess locks or
anyone who's just thinking about it.An excessive amount of spiritual discussion, insufficient how
to's The book spends too much time talking about, and refuting the stereotypes, and
misconceptions associated with the locking process. I agree with the author's statements that
once African-Americans lock their locks, they "fall in love with it. Don't stop here. WASTED. Five
Stars very informative Five Stars Very informative Book. Five Stars Book is quite informative.
Two Stars something is missing in this reserve but i cannot put my finger onto it. i know try
different things!On your day of Thanksgiving Eve 2012 I made a decision to start the process of
locking and it had been highly recommended I read this specific book and it's been most
informative of the process and also touched on several reasons I made a decision to take this
journey for myself.
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